Abstract: Nowadays the fields in which machine-to-machine (M2M) applications are used and the numbers of M2M devices and users are increasing gradually. In an M2M application, M2M platforms are used in order to follow and analyze the data presented by M2M devices. The communication of multiple users and devices via an M2M platform causes some problems in terms of security. In this study, an M2M platform has been developed by using RestFul web services and NoSQL database. On this platform a token-based authentication method was used for multiple users and devices. In this method, an authorized request approach was adopted for authorized users and an unauthorized request approach was adopted for unauthorized users. In the token-based authentication method on the M2M platform no session information is kept. Thanks to the adopted method, in multiple processes carried out on the platform, not only was data traffic density decreased, but also security level was increased for both user and device authentication.
Introduction
M2M refers to the technology of machine-to-machine or machine to human data transmission via mobile or other terminals. M2M platforms are the platforms developed on the basis of M2M technology in order to make the management of applications developed for various industries easier [1] . All management necessities such as remote control systems, measurement analyses, and reports are presented to users with the help of M2M platforms. By means of these platforms, the functionality of M2M applications increases. An M2M platform is necessary for M2M applications. The M2M platform should be designed in such a way that it can provide service to different users and devices simultaneously and safely. It is quite difficult to maintain security in an M2M platform that enables multiple users to add multiple M2M devices. Authentications that are carried out using equipment such as a smart card, smartphone, or security token are neither recommended nor useful for M2M platforms.
In M2M platforms, not only people but also devices play an active role. Since M2M devices are also included in M2M platforms, using authentication applications such as fingerprint, retina reading, and vessel tracking is not possible. Thus, the authentication of users and devices demanding access to M2M platforms should be conducted by a completely different method. Therefore, token-based authentication is recommended for user and device authentication in M2M platforms.
M2M platforms conducted for specific applications and a few authentication studies applied in these platforms are available in the literature. In their study, Ren et al. mentioned four potential attack types for M2M systems and recommended group-based authentication [2] . Lai et al. studied the group Authentication and Key Agreement (AKA) problem. They tried to decrease the signal blockage in authentication and lower the ID load. As a result, they suggested a lightweight authentication scheme for M2M in 3GPP networks [3] . Chen et al. suggested a Group Authentication and Key Agreement (G-AKA) for a home network. At this point, the protocols cannot ensure sufficient safety but in group communication authentication performance needs to be optimized. In their study, it was revealed that authentication for all devices at the same time is not possible [4] . Bae conducted a P2P service security protocol verification study in an M2M environment. He explained the security threats and requirements in M2M communication issues. A mutual authentication process was carried out using SessionKey and PublicKey on the security protocol recommended by the author [5] .
Soliman et al. carried out a smart-home study by integrating web services and cloud computing technology into the Internet of items. In their study, during the process of data transmission from devices, ID information is continuously sent to M2M platforms [6] . Zhang et al. studied a group-based authentication protocol for machine-type communication conducted by using mobile networks. They produced tokens for devices belonging to the same group and shared these tokens for authentication [7] . Aubry et al. aimed to improve system security by disconnecting the central authentication server from the system in their authentication study carried out by using a central authentication service [8] . Needham and Schroeder suggested using encryption for authentication in mainframe networks. They conducted encryption and decryption studies on authentication servers [9] . Hwang and Li tried to improve authentication security by using a smart card in a system based on a password scheme. A user who wanted to log into the system had to use a smart card [10] . In a study of security and confidence survey for M2M systems, authentication mechanisms and encryption algorithms were mentioned. In that study IMEI (International Mobile Equipment Identity) number and IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity) terminals were suggested for devices to be used in the background processes of M2M systems and also M2M platforms were suggested to incorporate sending update keys [11] .
In the study by OneM2M about security applications on M2M, various methods from group authentication to mutual authentication were investigated. Mutual authentication was used in both symmetrical and asymmetrical systems. In this approach, a user who sends his identity logs into the system with his own ID info, and when confirmed users contact with the system they continuously and mutually send session data [12] .
Regarding security issues, the technical documents published by ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) and OneM2M organizations can be used as a source. However, many studies were conducted on the structures that OpenMTC (Open Machine Type Communications) present their own sources and support different processes. On the other hand, many studies were carried out on cloud computing. We cannot claim that the cloud computing environment is an exactly safe environment to collect server data. When considered from this point of view, the cloud computing environment should be revised with a view to providing protection of privacy properties [13] .
When the literature is investigated it can be seen that many authentications approaches developed for M2M are available [2] [3] [4] [5] . Studies were conducted especially for authentication of multiple devices at the same time. In such authentication transactions that included groups of devices, blockage was observed. This problem can be eliminated through authentication of devices and users independently. Therefore, in this study by taking the OneM2M system architecture as a reference an M2M platform was developed and token-based authentication was conducted. In the M2M platform RestFuL web services supporting JSON structure and a nonrelational database were used. On this platform, a token-based authentication method was applied for multiple users and devices. For authentication of the devices unique ID keys were generated. The authentication transaction is carried out by sending these keys to the platform along with other information that describes the device.
Additionally, token-based authentication was set as obligatory for users who want to enter the device. Thus, it is aimed to improve the security level of M2M applications through token-based authentication, which is a different security approach.
Materials and methods

M2M architecture
The basic M2M architecture consists of three layers. In the first layer servers providing data for the M2M system are placed. The second layer is the communication layer, where data transmission occurs. The last layer is the application layer. In this layer, data coming from devices are followed and interpreted. The functional M2M architecture of ETSI is shown in the document OneM2M investigated M2M architectures as shown in Figure 1 . The architecture basically categorized as M2M device & gateway and M2M network domain is divided into different subdomains in each field. Basically, the information gathered from M2M devices is first transferred to the M2M area network. When the M2M devices want to contact the remote server the wide area network comes into operation. This study is based on Internet communication. Unlike basic architecture, in the structure in Figure 1 scalability was increased especially by putting the M2M service ability layer into use. Moreover, this made it easier to develop different devices and different applications. Requests coming from M2M applications and M2M devices are interpreted in the M2M service abilities layer and then the transaction is carried out. The system can easily be improved by adding the functions desired to expand current functions or add new ones to the service layer. This way of usage supported by oneM2M highly increases the scalability.
In this study by taking OneM2M architecture as the reference, an M2M platform architecture was developed. In Figure 2 , the developed M2M platform architecture is shown.
As seen in Figure 2 , in the field of web service clients a device or a user who can access any data transmission network in any way is available. Each request coming from clients is interpreted and evaluated and if needed transactions as writing or reading on the database is carried out in the web service layer. Web service clients make the requests as JSON type, the web service corresponds the requests as JSON, and typing is carried out as a JSON document. This process considerably increases the speed. The client does not have to know about any sources such as databases. This is a feature of the RestFul structure. The client makes a request and appropriate responses are prepared and sent back to the client. Among security studies each field shown in Figure 2 can be kept in different places and the security level can be increased by studying network security. However, this increases the cost. Hence, improving security processes on M2M service abilities was preferred and the studies are designed in this way.
M2M platform web service architecture
When M2M architecture is investigated, it is seen that the M2M service abilities layer has importance. A large part of the work will be carried out through service abilities. REST (Representational State Transfer) architecture, a web service architecture, is basically like SOAP (Simple Object Access protocol); however, it has a more understandable structure than SOAP. RestFul structure is not based on any technology. It can support XML, JSON, or BSON messaging structure. In RestFul architecture four main operations of HTTP (Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol) are used. These are GET/POST/PUT and DELETE [15] .
In this study SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) as architectural and RestFul web services as a web service approach are chosen. Because JSON structure is supported by the RestFul structure, which is a more favorable structure than XML, the usage of JSON is simple and its size is small. Moreover, in layered architecture one of the six features Fielding [16] stated RestFul with its features as caching, server-client structure, and not storing session information in status info provides an advantage. There are many structures to build up RestFul web services. Among these, Spring is the most important. Spring provides a comprehensive configuration model to improve Java-oriented programming and applications. Spring was improved by Johnson, and it was published under the license of Apache in 2003 for the first time [17] . Spring 3.0 supports Rest architecture [18] .
Spring basically adopted two different methods to make software developers' work easier and to increase the portability of developed software. Because improving a project with the Maven method is easy, this study was started as a Maven project. The software development environment should be prepared successfully. The software necessities of a project carried out through a Windows operating system are as follows:
• Eclipse Kepler
• Java Standard Edition Version 8
• Apache Tomcat 7.0 Eclipse Kepler version is quite successful in terms of different toolbars and supporting Maven projects. Java version 8 functions with Spring version 3.0 and 4.0, and supports NoSQL connection structures. Apache Tomcat is a server structure that proved itself and is easy to use.
Identification of services
In RestFul architecture used in M2M service identifications, request and responses are carried out in a specific hierarchy and order. This order not only decreases the complexity of the systems but also enhances the performance. The Spring MVC RestFul architecture used in developing services is shown in Figure 3 . The architecture in Figure 3 meets the requests coming by way of HTTP in the controller and distributes the requests to the necessary points. During the distribution process requests are transferred to appropriate controllers by matching processors. If controllers do not have any error, to compose responses for the requests models and views is arranged. The arranged responses are presented again to the user through distributer server application. Each request and each response are done through HTTP. In Figure 4 , the transformation stage of the architecture used into software is shown.
Rest architecture, which works according to the request-response principle, was transferred to the software as seen in Figure 4 . According to the figure the requests taken by way of HTTP are interpreted in the precontroller and processors are matched. Thus appropriate requests are sent to the controllers. The identification of requests and responses is stated in Number 1 software packages seen in Figure 4 . The identification of controllers is stated in the controllers' package shown in number 3 of Figure 4 . Controllers can make a request about typing and reading to the database while preparing responses. In this case, in order not to face a conflict, work layers were developed and a layered structure was formed in the software. In the work layers shown in number 2 of Figure 4 , the tasks requested by controllers or that need to be done by them are carried out. Database processes are carried out in the packages identified in number 5. Models and views are related to how responses will be prepared and presented. In Figure 4 besides models and views, processes in which data conversion tasks are done are shown in packages 4 and 7. This is because in some cases data are converted to specific format and sent to the user. Moreover, package number 6 is the package in which error identifications are done, and when faced with an error, in this package there are error messages and status messages to be presented to the user. According to Spring, status messages are as follows [19] : • 3XX -Guidance
Requests can be received from clients through GET or POST. However, in terms of reliability and continuity, using GET causes some congestion in the system. The reason is that the client continuously sends data through URL and after a short time this is prevented by the security wall and seen as a virus. GET provides accessibility in the small-scale places and the places where data flow is not so much. Since there is a continuous data flow from the clients to our system, POST is used in all processes. When each POSTed request gets a 200 OK status message, it is understood that the system is running successfully. All requests and responses are done in JSON type.
ID authentication
The most important problem in web-based applications is ID authentication. There are different solutions for this problem. In a classical web-based application session information can be stored by web server. For example, in a classical PHP-based application the stages of ID check and session control carried out in the web server are as follows ( Figure 5 ).
Firstly, during the process of session control, the message of Authentication is Necessary is sent to the client web browser by the server, and then the username and password screen is opened. When username and password are entered, URL including PHP script is called again through username, password and predefined variables assigning the authentication type. These predefined variables are checked in any processes and information is stored in the server. To improve the security further, in order to get over SQL injection attacks, processes are conducted by checking login form structure [20] . However, in some cases this process is inadequate on its own. Session information stored in the server also falls short in a structure with multiple users. Thus, session information stored in a web server is not an appropriate choice for M2M applications. In the M2M platform developed within the scope of this study, session control and ID authentication are conducted through a token-based method. Therefore, when each registered user has a login request with their username and ID, the M2M service abilities layer checks the database and if the user registration is confirmed, it gives a unique and valid-for-one-hour token and user ID info as an answer. If the user wants to make any transaction, he has to send his user ID and token info to the M2M service abilities layer. The web service layer examines user ID and token info for each request and if confirmed the request is evaluated. If the token is expired the user is requested to re-log in. On the other hand, if the token or user ID is incorrect the user is notified of the incorrect transaction. Figure 6 shows this situation. As shown in Figure 6 in each M2M service abilities request tokens are generated for the client. On the other hand, in Figure 7 the generation of tokens and how user ID authentication is done are shown.
As is clear in Figure 7 service M2M abilities layer that receives a request to log in searches data from the database and if correct data are found confirmation is sent to the service ability layer. For the next step at a different collection of the database token data are generated and the validity period of the token is reported to the system. User-specific and unique tokens are given to the user. As a result, the token that will be used in any request for the M2M service abilities layer is generated. If the token info is incorrect or expired requests are rejected and the user is requested to re-log in.
Not only users but also M2M devices have access to M2M platforms. In this case, the data that will be continuously POSTed to the M2M service abilities layer can make a request sending username and password at the same time. However, in such a situation it is inevitable that the username and password will be captured by third parties. The user who logs into the M2M platform can be permitted to add a device over the platform and the data that need to be added in code snippet can be given. In this case, the data that need to be given to the user are unique and user-specific ID info; user-and device-specific device ID info, unique username; and token data that are generated according to password and device info. In an M2M device this information is added to the data coming from receptors and POSTed to the M2M service abilities layer. The M2M service abilities layer first checks user ID and token info of the requests coming from the M2M device. If the token info and ID info match the database the writing transaction is done. The writing transaction is done according to the user ID and device ID. This is because more than one device can be identified in one user ID. When it comes to the queries the information is listed for the user according to the user ID and device.
Application of such a security check and the successful result of this check decrease the vulnerability of HTTP transactions. This is because the session data are not stored in any place, and requests are realized only through valid tokens. Additionally, doing database transactions through web service layers increases database security, because in Rest architecture data of the sources are not stored; as a result of this, database information is not shared with the user. The code snippet developed for generating and checking tokens can be seen in Table 1 among the software codes.
The tokens that are generated randomly and unique for each user who logs in are developed through Class UUID, which comes with Java version 7. This system type generates 128-bit series composed of number, letter, and characters. For each generated token a validity period is assigned and all of the offline users are discarded from the platform. It is visible in Table 1 that a token-for-one-hour is formed through expire.add (Calendar.HOUR, 1) code. In checkAuth function the token data are checked and true or false data are generated. If the information is correct the below code snippet starts operating. Thus the ID check is done in the M2M platform; the requests are separated as authorized and unauthorized requests. This check should be done for each service that will be added to M2M service abilities. In this way, ID authentication will be done for all requests.
Results and discussion
In the developed M2M platform there is a need to apply a security check for each of the web services in the service capability layer. The services can be tested with the help of developing a new client or by means of available clients. For testing, Advanced Rest Client, which is a Google Chrome plug-in, is used. Table 2 shows what a user sees when trying to log into the M2M platform. Table 2 , userId and token are given as a response to the user that sends a correct request. The user is obliged to use this information in his request for any service. This is shown in Table 3 in detail in the new device adding service.
As shown in Table 3 , it is impossible to request login through incorrect or expired tokens. When Table  3 is carefully examined it can be seen that the user is warned through exception codes, exceptional case, and a confirmatory message for this exceptional case if any exceptional case occurred in the system. When a user makes an incorrect request, with the help of 101 code and Auth Error message, he understands that the ID information sent was incorrect. The user, who will log in again with username and password, will be able to make a request through newly generated token data.
It is clear that device ID data are also included in the values that will be presented as an answer to the user who makes a request to add a device. The user can make a request from the M2M platform through embedding these data in his M2M device. The incorrect request will not be accepted as usual. In order for one M2M device to contact with the M2M platform the user settings need to be installed in the device. At the Response to Incorrect Request { "dev ceName" : "m2m dev ce 1", "token" : "f7868999-e580-446a-ae79-88e985685b7f", "userId" : "5548b5cb88e5c9a 523940a88" } Status 200 OK { except onCode: 0 hasExcept on: false dev ceID: "c9a38c16-5c99-4569-8a25-4ceaa98a2a2c" dev ceName: "m2m dev ce 1" userId: "5548b5cb88e5 c9a523940a88" val datormessage: null } { " dev ceName" : "m2m dev ce 1", "token" : "f7868999-e580-446a-ae79-88e985-FALSE", "userId" : "5548b5cb88e5c9 a523940a88" } Status 200 OK { except onCode: 101 hasExcept on: true dev ce ID: null dev ceName: null userId: null val datormessage: "Auth Error" } Table 3 . Authorized and unauthorized requests for services.
Serv ce Address: http://localhost:8080/saad n/serv ce/dev ce/C hazAdd Correct Request
Response to Correct Request
Incorrect Request
Response to Incorrect Request { "dev ceName" : "m2m dev ce 1", "token" : "f7868999-e580-446a-ae79-88e985685b7f", "userId" : "5548b5cb88e5c9a 523940a88" } Status 200 OK { except onCode: 0 hasExcept on: false dev ceID: "c9a38c16-5c99-4569-8a25-4ceaa98a2a2c" dev ceName: "m2m dev ce 1" userId: "5548b5cb88e5 c9a523940a88" val datormessage: null } { " dev ceName" : "m2m dev ce 1", "token" : "f7868999-e580-446a-ae79-88e985-FALSE", "userId" : "5548b5cb88e5c9 a523940a88" } Status 200 OK { except onCode: 101 hasExcept on: true dev ce ID: null dev ceName: null userId: null val datormessage: "Auth Error" } end of correct transactions, the devices will start communicating with the M2M platform, which is shown in Figure 8 .
As is clear in Figure 8 the M2M device that can make the POST transaction will properly communicate at the end of the user settings that will be done on the M2M device. An Arduino Uno smart card is used as an example. The important point is the validity period of token data that will be valid for M2M devices. This criterion is left to the developers since different system developers may develop different scenarios.
In the present study basically a NoSQL database that can store information as a JSON document was used. At the same time an M2M platform is developed by using RestFul services that support JSON messaging structure. The M2M platform developed in this study has the capacity to support both multiple users and multiple M2M devices transactions at the same time. On the M2M platform a token-based ID control system based on the request-response principle and can discriminate between authorized/unauthorized requests was successfully applied. In this way, no session information was stored on the server. As a result of this in multiple transactions the server load was decreased. Additionally, through incorporating M2M devices, ID control for the devices was also ensured.
Since the RestFul architectures communicate over HTTP, a security gap would be inevitable. However, while web services were being developed, token-based ID control was incorporated so that security level was enhanced to a higher level. Moreover, the use of POST mode, instead of GET mode, is another factor that raised the security level. In the web service tests phase of the study it was observed that the token-based ID control system was functioning properly. In addition, the layered structure used in the development of the services made it easier to fix the possible security gaps. The features such as the layered structure of the general system architecture, and the possibility of storing each layer on a separate server and in different places raise the opportunity to support each layer's security in terms of both hardware and software.
Conclusion
Nowadays M2M applications have become a part of modern life and occupy a fairly widespread area of use. The M2M applications developed without conforming to standards and planning have given birth to new security flaws. Therefore, attacks on M2M servers and devices have been increasing. Most of these attacks are conducted deactivating the weak authentication algorithms and the common authentication transactions. Therefore, in this study the authentication needs for M2M applications were explained. An M2M platform was developed in compliance with the ETSI M2M reference architecture and token-based authentication was applied. Thanks to the token-based authentication each user and device added to the M2M platform was enabled with authentication.
This study discussed the authentication procedures necessary for increasing security in M2M applications. However, authentication on its own is not enough to ensure the security of a system. The system developed in this study shed light on different fields of study in terms of security. Coding the token information through certain algorithms, studying network security for each layer, and development of database systems with different methods are some of those different fields.
